
Title: Constellation Match 
 

Objective: Identify Constellations using Images from Native American Culture 

Time: 5-10 minutes 

Materials Needed: Constellation cards (found at jeffersfoundation.org) 

 

Directions: 

1. Students stand in a circle. Begin by asking students “Have you ever seen pictures in the night sky?” Many cultures, including 

Native American cultures, have noticed pictures, or images, in the night sky during different seasons. These pictures are 

associated with constellations of stars.  

2. Tell students that this greeting is meant for them to match constellations in the night sky as observed by the Ojibwe people.   

3. Hold the constellation cards face down so students cannot see the images and ask each student to select one card. 

4. On the teacher’s signal, students should turn over their card and search out a constellation match. Matches are made by students 

who have the same constellation. One of the students will possess a card with the star pattern with an image from Ojibwe culture 

while their match will have the star pattern without the image. 

5. As students find their constellation match, they should greet each other and reform the circle, standing next to their match. 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Did anyone receive a constellation they have seen in the night sky before? If so, explain when and where you have seen it. 

2. Look at the cards with only the stars. Do you see a shape or picture other than those the Ojibwe people have “noticed/seen”? 

3. Why do you think the Ojibwe people see these particular images in the night sky?  

4. Have you heard of constellation names from other cultures? If so, what constellations have you heard of (or seen)? Responses 

may include Greek constellations such as Orion, Pegasus, or Scorpio; or Dakota constellations such as Elk, Turtle, and Buffalo. 

 

 

 

Greeting 
Theme: Astronomy 
Topic: Constellations 
Suggested Grade Level: 2-5 
Indoors or Outdoors: Either 
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Science and Engineering Practices: 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data; 8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. 

Crosscutting Concepts: 
1. Patterns; 4. Systems and system models. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Earth and Space Sciences: ESS 1: Earth’s place in the universe. 

 

Background Information: 
● Constellation- A group of stars that when seen by people on Earth form a pattern of a familiar object in their culture. 

Constellations are also seen in particular areas in the sky at specific times of the year. Many cultures, including Native American 

cultures in Minnesota, assigned/identified images that connect to seasonal activities and animals they encountered. 

● As Earth orbits the Sun, the constellations we see throughout the year change. This is due to Earth’s night-time side facing 

opposite directions relative to the stars in summer than in winter. This pattern has helped observers use the stars for navigation as 

well as to develop and share cultural stories related to beliefs, experiences, and creation. 

● The Ojibwe are a native people of the Great Lakes Region of North America. In Minnesota, they live primarily in areas in the 

Northern and Eastern portions of the state, which include mostly woodland habitats. Their life and culture centers around the land 

and the seasons of this region and the constellations in this lesson depict this connection.  

 

Additional Resources: 
● Ojibwe Sky Star Map Constellation Guide by Annette S. Lee, William Wilson, Jeffrey Tibbetts, & Carl Gawboy 

● Talking Sky: Ojibwe Constellations as a Reflection of Life on the land by Carl Gawboy and Ron Morton 

● https://www.nativeskywatchers.com 

 

Correlates with: 
Activity - Night Sky Map (p. 58) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Stories from the Stars (p. 115) 

https://www.nativeskywatchers.com/





















